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[ Securcam 3000x ]
Connect identical symbols with lines. Don’t move diagonally.
Add together all numbers you pass through for a given symbol.
Take note of the order of the symbols under the SecurCam logo, the first number
is 8.
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[ Suspect Booklet Unlock ]
Make a note of when each person arrives and departs.
Which patrons were still in the bar at the time the fire started?
Take the initials of each person still in the bar and put them in alphabetical order.
Remember to include the employees mentioned in Patrick’s notes on the
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         Guest Check.



[ Party Invitation ]
Take note of the front of the invitation where it says “castles before lions”.  Look
through your materials to find an item with these two symbols.
The coin has these two symbols. Place it over each four leaf clover. Put all the
letters that fall under the castle symbols together, followed by the letters that
fall under the lion symbols.
The message will start with “Awaiting…”
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[ Trivia Ad/Rainbow ]
Use the colors of the rainbow.
Happy Hour goes with Trivia Night.
Use the colored numbers on the Trivia Night Poster along with the numbers and
letters on the rainbow. This will give you a message that starts with “All set…”
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[ Burnt Coded Letter ]
Take notice of the two 4-leaf clover symbols in the blank spaces. Look through
your materials until you find two words that have these same symbols above
them.
Once you have found the two words, place them as the beginning letters of your
cipher, then continue placing the rest of the alphabet in order. Use the cipher key
to decode the message at the top of the letter. The message will start with
“The…”
Cipher
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         A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
         B R A I N S L U C K D E F G H J N O P Q T V W X Y Z



[ Dartboard ]
1. Look at the darts left in the dartboard.
2. Someone mentions playing darts in their interview.
3. Use the six numbers found from low to high, which will give you a phrase starting
with “Watch out...”.



[ Drink Menu & Business Card ]
1. There are two items that have hearts on them. Use them together.
2. The business card gives you a coded phrase in numbers.
3. The first number is a line, the second is a letter.



[ Solution ]
1. Ensure you’ve eliminated all suspects but one.
2. Make note of the four red circles.
3. Unscramble the four letters you get to the spell keyword.


